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Ava i l ab le  a t 



DISPENSERS FOR EVERYONE. 
EVERYWHERE. 

FRESH NEW DESIGN

We have a fresh new look to our dispensers, but they 
are still the same highly functional devices inside. 
They are designed with the majority of users in mind 
and they focus on functionality. They are simple 
and ergonomic to use regardless of each person’s 
physical capability. Maintaining the dispensers is 
simple thanks to their well-planned design and 
innovative features that simplify the daily work of 
service staff.

We bring well-being, care and functionality to all 
hygiene facilities in offices, hotels and restaurants, 
healthcare, industry, schools and other public  
spaces. We offer hygienic solutions for all needs.

Choose between white and black 
Our series of dispensers encompass a well thought out 
range of products that are suitable for all toilets and hygiene 
facilities at all workplaces. Whether you choose white or black 
dispensers, you will receive a good looking, well-functioning 
product. Together with our tissue paper and other access-
ories, it is easy to choose the right hygiene solution for your 
particular needs.

Focus on the user
The dispensers have been designed in cooperation with  
industry experts and many different end users. With the 
help of interviews, observation and laboratory tests, we have 
collected valuable information to find sustainable and useful 
solutions for all kinds of hygiene facilities.

Unique features, less hassle 
Our main strategy was to make was to make our dispensers 
as ergonomic and user-friendly as possible. For example, 
the soap dispensers are marked with braille to simplify their 
use by those with impaired vision. The soap dispenser’s fully 
enclosed pressure surface makes it easy to use. Transparent 
sides make it easy for service staff to see when it is time to 
fill the dispenser with paper and soap, which means that the 
dispensers are always well-filled.



We make daily life simpler and more  
hygienic by making sure that our 
hygiene solutions are environmentally 
friendly, simple to handle and hygienic 
to use. When you choose Katrin, you 
know you are making a smart decision. 
Katrin is Clean & Green!

Did you know that 80% of all infections  
are spread via hands?*
Paper is the most hygienic product for drying your hands.  
It is only used once, so there is no risk of spreading infection 
further. The hands are also cleaned in a mechanical sense 
with paper towels. You can use our paper towel dispensers 
to feed one sheet at a time, which means that you only touch 
the sheet which is used. The size of the sheets has also been 
adapted for optimal drying. According to the “Toilet Report” 
from 2020, paper is also clearly the most popular hand  
drying method**.

Make sure you have the right hygiene solution
To us, the toilet is the most important room in the world and 
everyone wins if the toilet is equipped with the right paper, 
soap, dispensers and waste bins with the right capacity.  
Users can easily maintain good hand hygiene, and the  
service staff will save time because the toilet is simple to 
keep clean and fresh. The right solution will also minimise 
consumption and save resources.

We use tissue paper made of new fibres
Paper produced with fresh fibres is cleaner than paper  
made with recycled fibres because there is no risk of any  
remaining contamination from previous use. The tissue 
paper also has longer and stronger fibres, which is why  
they are much better at absorbing fluid. This means that  
the ability of the paper to mechanically remove bacteria  
increases and the user is able to dry their hands more  
quickly. The risk of bacterial growth on the hands is reduced.

The paper is also softer and gentler on the skin. Choosing 
tissue paper made of new fibres can be an excellent way  
to maintain the highest possible level of hygiene and  
minimise the risk of spreading disease.

MAKE A SMART 
DECISION.

* Source: BZgA (the Federal Centre for Health Education in Germany) 2016
** The Toilet Report is a study performed by an external market research company commissioned by 

Metsä Tissue to gain insight about end user behaviour and preferences concerning public toilets.
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Sustainable raw materials straight from the forest
We take in to account all EU legislation in relation to our raw 
materials. Our main source of raw material is wood fibre 
from sustainably maintained forests. All of our paper mills 
are traceable according to the PEFC and the FSC, which  
can prove that the forests have been harvested legally  
and in a sustainable way. We also take responsibility for  
regrowth by planting four new trees for every harvested tree. 
Biological diversity and mixed use of forests are important 
aspects to consider if we want to keep our forests alive  
and well for people in the future.

Produced near the market
Our paper mills are close to both the raw materials and our 
customer base, which means that we avoid unnecessary 
transport mileage. We pack our products carefully  
and always aim to transport less air and more product.  
We also have a goal to make our paper mills free from  
fossil fuels by 2030.

The right hygiene solution saves resources
Our system solutions reduce consumption. You don’t  
need to fill dispensers or empty waste bins as often.  
Changing from folded paper tissues to system paper  
towels makes it possible to reduce consumption by 40%*. 
Changing from normal liquid soap to foam soap  
can mean using 35%* less soap. 

Recycled plastic
We are always developing new ways of minimising our use  
of plastic. For example, all of our black parts in our black  
dispensers are made from recycled plastic. The black 
detailing on the white dispensers and the plastic plugs in 
the system rolls are also made of recycled plastic. All plastic 
packaging with the Green Pack mark is also made of at  
least 30% recycled material. Our aim is to have a completely 
plastic free option by 2030.

Everyone is a winner when you change to Katrin Plus
Tissue paper produced with fresh fibres uses less resources 
at the production site and has a lower carbon dioxide  
footprint through the whole lifecycle; from the forest and  
production to the user and finally to energy recycling.  
In other words, you do not need to compromise on good 
quality, product safety or sustainability when you choose 
products made of new fibres.

The black plastic parts in dispensers are  
manufactured from recycled plastic. All plastic dispensers can be recycled.

* Source: This calculation is made according to a consumption counter and CO2-counter, 
and it is based on a company with 100 employees that go to the toilet 3 times a day.



Light pressure to feed paper.  
Controlled consumption.

The risk of infection is minimal. 
You only touch the sheet you use.

Choose between white and black depending on the colour of the walls.  
Contrasts make it easier for people with impaired vision to find the dispenser.

TOILETS YOU CAN TRUST.
KATRIN SYSTEM HAND TOWEL ROLL DISPENSER  
is functional and dependable. It has a very high capacity. 
Depending on the paper quality, it contains 570 to 1,176  
sheets each time it is loaded. The dispenser is also designed 
to minimise paper consumption.  

It is easy to use with a clearly defined pressure surface which 
shows where you can feed a new sheet of paper if no paper is 
visible hanging down. Our tissue paper is of such good quality 
that one sheet is sufficient and all of them are eco-labelled, 
which is good for you and good for the environment.

Capacity is a decisive factor for 
toilets that are used around the 
clock, for example in hospitals  
and sports centres, because  
paper always needs to be  
available whenever someone  
visits the hygiene facilities.

Paper quality and paper  
capacity are important factors  
for toilets with many users and 
high expectations, for example  
at a theatre, airport or  
conference centre.

Reliable construction that 
works without complications.



KATRIN SYSTEM TOILET DISPENSER is designed to 
be simple to maintain, dependable in use and cost-effective. 
There are two versions of the dispenser: with or without a 
core catcher. The dispenser has space for two rolls of paper 
despite the small casing. Depending on which paper quality 

you choose, the dispenser contains 1,600 sheets of paper. 
You can always be sure that there will be enough toilet paper, 
even though there is a lot of activity and many users at the 
same time.

KATRIN SYSTEM SOAP DISPENSER has a classy simple 
design which helps your guests achieve excellent hand 
hygiene. Transparent sides make it easier for the service staff 
to see when it is time to fill the dispenser. We have different 
kinds of soap in our range, and all are marked with the Swan 

environmental symbol. Choose between liquid soap and  
foam soap, with or without perfume, and add a separate  
hand sanitiser, if needed. You can also place a dispenser by 
the exits so users can ensure their hygiene after touching  
the door handle.

The dispenser can be filled while the second roll is  
in use. This means that there will always be  
toilet paper available.

A fully enclosed pressure surface makes the dispenser 
easy to use. The dispenser is also marked with braille.

The dispenser has space for two toilet rolls. When one 
roll runs out, the other will take its place automatically.

Easy to fill. The same dispenser can be used  
for liquid soap, foam soap, surface disinfectant,  
shower soap and hand sanitiser.

Dispenser with core catcher  
(inner roll collector).

The dispenser is available in two colours and sizes: 
1,000 ml and 500 ml.

High capacity and easily accessible paper.



PERSONALITY AND FUNCTION.
KATRIN HAND TOWEL DISPENSER is a handy and  
functional dispenser designed for smaller spaces. There  
are two versions: mini and medium. Katrin Hand Towel 
Medium works with all folded towels while Katrin Hand  

Towel Mini has a maximum width of 210 mm. The dispenser’s 
design and features help you to create the special sense of  
comfort that you want your guests to feel. You do not  
need to compromise.

Supports hold the paper in place and  
simplify the filling procedure.

Transparent sides make it easy to see when  
the dispenser needs refilling.

There are two keys on the back of all dispensers.  
You can choose whether you want to open 
the dispenser with a key or not.

Katrin Hand Towel Mini Dispenser is designed for smaller spaces. Folded 
towels like Katrin Non Stop and Katrin One Stop with a maximum width 
of 210 mm are a perfect fit.

The guest toilet at a café, for 
example. Personality and function 
play an important part here.

Small toilets with fewer users, 
for example in an office, need to 
be supplied with products that 
everyone is comfortable with.



Easy paper-tearing on all sides. The dispenser also has an adjustable brake 
function so the paper cannot be pulled out so far that it ends up on the floor.

SMART AND EFFECTIVE.

Gigant is available in two sizes: S and L.

KATRIN GIGANT DISPENSER is simple to use for several 
reasons. Among other things, we have incorporated a function 
which makes it possible to fill the dispenser before the roll 
has finished. The toilets in hotels and restaurants can often 

The lock can be used with or without a key.

be stylish and aesthetically designed. Katrin Gigant is a simple, 
stylish dispenser that looks like a part of the environment and 
makes the user feel comfortable. Going to the toilet should be 
obvious and simple, even when you are away from home.

When you load the dispenser with 
new paper, the remaining roll can 
be hung on the folding holder.



SIMPLE AND FLEXIBLE.
KATRIN CENTER FEED DISPENSER is available in  
two sizes. It has all of the features you expect incorporated 
in an appealing design. You can choose from a range of  
paper products to tailor the usage for your business.  

People who use paper at work have high demands that it 
should perform properly and meet expectations so their 
time can be spent on more important things. 

The dispenser is available in two sizes: S and M.Grabbing the paper is simple and can be done with one hand.  
The paper-tearing teeth are curved inwards to prevent the risk of injury.

You can choose between many different kinds of paper quality. Both with and without pull-out inner roll.



Press the PUSH button  
to feed paper.

KATRIN SYSTEM  
HAND TOWEL ROLL 
DISPENSER 

KATRIN  
CENTERFEED 
DISPENSER

 – High capacity

 – Paper is easy to pull out

 – The transparent sides make it easy to check the paper level

 – Easy to fill

 – The tear-off mechanism can be opened completely and is easy to clean

 – Locks on both sides of the dispenser for more flexibility when opening

 – Available in two sizes: S and M

 – Safe paper-tearing

 – Easy to load a new roll

 – Pull the paper out a little and feed it through the slot

NEW 82094 • OLD 40735  
Katrin System Hand Towel Roll 
Dispenser – White  
400 x 280 x 228 mm

NEW 82070 • OLD 40711  
Katrin System Hand Towel Roll 
Dispenser –  Black  
400 x 280 x 228 mm

KATRIN  
HAND TOWEL 
DISPENSER

KATRIN  
SOAP  
DISPENSER

 – Supports that hold the paper in place and simplify the filling procedure

 – Works with all paper folds from Katrin

 – The lid can be opened for easy filling

 – A fully enclosed pressure surface makes 
the dispenser easy to use for everyone

 – Available in two sizes: 500 ml and 1,000 ml

 – All soap cartridges are recyclable

NEW 77410 • OLD 90168 
Katrin Hand Towel M  
Dispenser – White 
445 x 301 x 142 mm

NEW 77434 • OLD 92063  
Katrin Hand Towel M  
Dispenser – Black  
445 x 301 x 142 mm

NEW 82254 • OLD 92124  
Katrin Centerfeed M  
Dispenser – Black 
404 x 263 x 240 mm

NEW 82216 • OLD 90120  
Katrin Centerfeed M  
Dispenser – White  
404 x 263 x 240 mm

NEW 82247 • OLD 92100  
Katrin Centerfeed S  
Dispenser – Black  
348 x 186 x 174 mm

NEW 82209 • OLD 90106  
Katrin Centerfeed S  
Dispenser – White  
348 x 186 x 174 mm

KATRIN SYSTEM 
TOILET 
DISPENSER

KATRIN  
GIGANT  
DISPENSER

 – With or without core catcher (inner roll collector)

 – Space for two Katrin System toilet rolls

 – Automatic toilet roll brake

 – Easy to reach the paper at the front of the dispenser

 – Toilet dispensers for gigant rolls

 – Available in two sizes: S and L

 – Optimal use where the whole roll is used thanks to an integrated remaining roll

 – Large toilet rolls for high usage

 – Easy paper-tearing on all sides

 – Adjustable brake function

NEW 77465 • OLD 90144 
Katrin System Toilet  
Dispenser with  
Core Catcher – White  
400 x 152 x 172 mm

NEW 77472 • OLD 92049 
Katrin System Toilet  
Dispenser with  
Core Catcher – Black 
400 x 152 x 172 mm

When one roll is empty  
the next roll falls into place

NEW 82148 • 90083  
Katrin Gigant L  
Dispenser – White 
356 x 342 x 149 mm

NEW 82117 • OLD 90069  
Katrin Gigant S  
Dispenser – White  
245 x 239 x 151 mm

NEW 82186 • OLD 92162 
Katrin Gigant L  
Dispenser – Black  
356 x 342 x 149 mm

NEW 82155 • OLD 92148  
Katrin Gigant S  
Dispenser – Black  
245 x 239 x 151 mm

NEW 77397 • OLD 92209  
Katrin Soap  
Dispenser 1,000 ml – Black  
290 x 100 x 125 mm

NEW 77373 • OLD 90229  
Katrin Soap  
Dispenser 1,000 ml – White  
290 x 100 x 125 mm

NEW 77359 • OLD 92186  
Katrin Soap  
Dispenser 500 ml – Black  
205 x 100 x 125 mm

NEW 77335 • OLD 90205  
Katrin Soap  
Dispenser 500 ml – White  
205 x 100 x 125 mm

The same dispenser can be used for:

 – Katrin Handwash

 – Katrin Foamwash

 – Katrin Head & Body

 – Katrin Hand Disinfectant (1,000 ml dispenser)

 – Katrin Seat Sanitizer (500 ml dispenser)

Available without core catcher 77519 / 77496



92025 Katrin Hand Towel  
Inclusive System Towel Dispenserr
403 x 335 x 216 mm

OUR OTHER DISPENSERS.

91912 Katrin Waste Bin 
With Lid 50 Litre 
575 x 280 x 420 mm 

91899 Katrin Waste Bin 
With Lid 25 Litre 
550 x 230 x 330 mm

91912 Katrin Lady  
Hygiene Bin Dispenser 
360 x 170 x 240 mm 

91875 Katrin Hygiene  
Bag Holder Dispenser 
135 x 32 x 95 mm 

92285 Katrin Waste Bin  
With Lid 50 Litre
575 x 280 x 420 mm

92261 Katrin Waste Bin  
With Lid 25 Litre 
550 x 230 x 330 mm

92223 Katrin Lady  
Hygiene Bin Dispenser 
360 x 170 x 240 mm

92247 Katrin Hygiene  
Bag Holder Dispenser
135 x 32 x 95 mm

92582 Katrin Folded  
Toilet Tissue Dispenser  
307 x 133 x 158 mm

92384 Katrin Toilet  
2-roll Dispenser
300 x 145 x 145 mm

104452 Katrin Toilet  
2-roll Dispenser
300 x 145 x 145 mm

92605 Katrin Folded  
Toilet Tissue Dispenser 
307 x 133 x 158 mm

90045 Katrin Hand Towel  
Inclusive System Towel Dispenserr
403 x 335 x 216 mm

AVAILABLE UNTIL THE END OF 2023 AVAILABLE UNTIL THE END OF 2023



THE RIGHT SOLUTION 
SAVES RESOURCES.

Begin by asking two questions:

1. How many people use the toilet?
Does it have many or only rather few users? Is it used 
constantly or does its usage peak at certain times? 
How many service intervals are needed?

2. What needs do the users have?
Do they have special demands regarding paper quality, i.e. 
high performance, environmentally friendly or extra 
hygienic paper?

Saving resources
The best solutions save the maximum amount of resources 
by minimising usage and hygiene risk. Paper, dispensers 
and accessories from Katrin perform at the highest level and 
give the best possible return.

Choose paper, dispensers and accessories  
according to how many people use your toilet 
and the needs they have.

FEW USERS MANY
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Katrin stands for well-being, care and functionality in hygiene facilities in healthcare, industry, 
restaurants, hotels, schools and other public toilet facilities. Their aim is to give you the best  
possible conditions to offer your guests the best hygiene solution so that you can concentrate  
on business. Everyone is a winner when your toilet is equipped with the right paper, suitable  
dispensers and other accessories. Users can maintain good hand hygiene and the service  
staff will save time because the toilet is simple to keep clean and fresh. Working together with 
Katrin we want to make our customers’ lives simple and improve their business. We offer 
tailored solutions based on your needs.

Metsä Tissue is one of Europe’s leading tissue paper suppliers to households and companies 
as well as one of the leading suppliers of baking paper globally. Metsä Tissues own the 
following trademarks: Lambi, Serla, Tento, Mola, Katrin and SAGA.

Katrin is a part of the Metsä Group, which is one of the world’s largest forest industry groups.

C O N T A C T  U S :

Jersey:: La Rue Des Pres, St Saviour, JE1 3UP 
tel: 01534 51100
email : office.admin@foxtrading.co.uk

Guernsey: Les Bas Courtils, St Sampson, GY2 4BH 
tel: 01481 200 500
email : admin.office@foxtrading.co.uk

JJ  FOX TRADING LTD




